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Abstract

While neural networks demonstrate a remark-001
able ability to model linguistic content, cap-002
turing contextual information related to a003
speaker’s conversational role is an open area of004
research. In this work, we analyze the effect of005
speaker role on language use through the game006
of Mafia, in which participants are assigned ei-007
ther an honest or a deceptive role. In addition008
to building a framework to collect a dataset009
of Mafia game records, we demonstrate that010
there are differences in the language produced011
by players with different roles. We confirm012
that classification models are able to rank de-013
ceptive players as more suspicious than honest014
ones based only on their use of language. Fur-015
thermore, we show that training models on two016
auxiliary tasks outperforms a standard BERT-017
based text classification approach. We also018
present methods for using our trained models019
to identify features that distinguish between020
player roles, which could be used to assist021
players during the Mafia game.022

1 Introduction023

Correct interpretation of language must take into024

account not only the meaning of utterances, but025

also characteristics of the speaker and the context026

in which their utterances are produced. Modeling027

the impact of this context on language is still chal-028

lenging for NLP systems. For example, differences029

in language identification accuracy, speech recog-030

nition word error rates, and translation quality have031

been observed on the basis of attributes such as a032

speaker’s gender, race, dialect, or role (Blodgett033

and O’Connor, 2017; Tatman and Kasten, 2017;034

Tatman, 2017; Stanovsky et al., 2019). Moreover,035

these systems systematically underperform on data036

generated by those in the minority, having impli-037

cations for the ethics and fairness of using these038

technologies.039

This work explores language used for deception:040

a type of speaker context that is particularly chal-041

lenging to model because it is intentionally hidden 042

by the speaker. To do so, we collect and release a 043

set of records for the game of Mafia, in which each 044

player is assigned either an honest or a deceptive 045

role. Then, we develop models that distinguish 046

players’ roles based only on the text of the play- 047

ers’ dialog. We describe two auxiliary tasks that 048

improve classification accuracy over a BERT-based 049

text classifier. 050

The novel contributions of this paper include: 051

1. A methodology for collecting records of on- 052

line Mafia games and a dataset collected from 053

460 human subjects, 054

2. Three classification models that can distin- 055

guish between honest and deceptive players, 056

3. An approach for identifying features of the 057

game dialog text that can be used to identify 058

deceptive players during the game. 059

The effectiveness of our classification methods 060

demonstrates that the text of a dialog can be used 061

to identify characteristics of participants automati- 062

cally, even when those participants are motivated to 063

hide those characteristics by deceiving the listener. 064

2 Background & Related Work 065

The game of Mafia is particularly well-suited for 066

the goal of determining whether the deceptive par- 067

ticipants in a conversation can be identified from 068

the contents of their utterances. 069

2.1 Deception in Language 070

Humans are a largely collaborative species. How- 071

ever, people sometimes have goals that incentivize 072

them to deceive others. Understanding what cues 073

and interaction styles people adopt when behaving 074

deceptively or seeking to detect deceptive behavior 075

will be crucial to both developing automated de- 076

tection and a greater understanding of the complex 077
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interactions that people use in deception and revela-078

tion. Previous work indicates that people struggle079

with telling apart lies from truth, especially with080

deceptive statements (Bond Jr and DePaulo, 2006).081

This raises the question of what strategies decep-082

tive actors use to avoid detection, as well as what083

strategies honest actors use to discover deceivers.084

Deception is a hard topic to study, however, be-085

cause of its inherent complexity: multiple people086

with different motivations are trying to evaluate087

one another, while contending with moral obliga-088

tions and accusations, over a period of time that089

involves planning, taking actions, and responding090

to others’ actions. Moreover, there is a distinction091

between a falsehood, which is a statement that is092

not true, a lie, which is a statement that the speaker093

does not believe, and deception, which is the act094

of convincing another person to hold a false be-095

lief. Whereas falsehoods and lies are properties096

of statements, deceptive intent is a characteristic097

of the speaker. Therefore, though deceptive speak-098

ers may tell falsehoods and lies, they might also099

provide truthful statements, and vice versa for hon-100

est speakers, thus rendering the truth conditions101

of individual utterances as unreliable indicators of102

deception. We are interested in how people solve103

these dual problems of deceiving and detecting de-104

ception, which requires a paradigm wherein we105

can observe all agents’ actions and communication106

while simultaneously knowing agents’ underlying107

incentives and goals. We thus turn to a game with108

a rich history of deception research: Mafia.109

Previous work on detecting deception from lin-110

guistic cues has explored scenarios that either111

mimic or are taken directly from real-world inves-112

tigations of potentially deceptive actors. Derrick113

et al. (2013) showed that deceptive parties take114

longer to formulate responses and use fewer words115

in the context of chat-based communication. Bur-116

goon et al. (2003) similarly found that deceivers117

sent briefer chat messages. Fuller et al. (2011)118

demonstrated the effectiveness of training classi-119

fiers to identify deceptive language in relation to120

crimes, and found that word quantity was a particu-121

larly useful feature. Fornaciari and Poesio (2013)122

also found surface-level features useful in detecting123

deceptive statements in a criminal context, specifi-124

cally through the investigation of Italian court doc-125

uments, while Mihalcea et al. (2013) found that126

written lies were easier to detect than transcripts of127

spoken ones. Abouelenien et al. (2014) took a mul-128

timodal approach to deception detection, finding 129

that non-contact approaches were able to match or 130

exceed the performance of those that were more 131

invasive. 132

2.2 The Game of Mafia 133

Researchers have also examined deception in 134

games, focusing on settings such as Diplomacy or 135

negotiation over a set of items (Lewis et al., 2017; 136

Niculae et al., 2015). In addition, there has been 137

some work exploring the effects of biased voting on 138

group decision making (Kearns et al., 2009). The 139

game of Mafia specifically has attracted attention, 140

and researchers have analyzed data from various 141

online game communities. Zhou and Sung (2008) 142

discovered differences between deception across 143

cultural communities by analyzing data from an 144

online Chinese Mafia game, Pak and Zhou (2011) 145

used social network analysis to detect deceivers 146

using the epicmafia.com website, and de Ruiter 147

and Kachergis (2018) collected and trained mod- 148

els on a dataset from the online Mafiascum forum. 149

Researchers have also studied the game of Were- 150

wolf, a variant of Mafia. Chittaranjan and Hung 151

(2010) used audio information to classify mali- 152

cious parties, while Demyanov et al. (2015) used 153

video information. Braverman et al. (2008) and 154

Migdał (2010) developed a mathematical model of 155

the Mafia game, assuming that all votes are cast 156

at random, which allowed them to analyze how 157

mafia and bystander win rates varied with role dis- 158

tribution in a highly controlled version of the game. 159

Bi and Tanaka (2016) showed that under certain 160

conditions, the strategy of mafia pretending to be 161

bystanders is suboptimal. 162

Most of the deception-oriented games that have 163

been studied provided individual incentives to the 164

players. Mafia allows for the study of patterns of 165

deception that arise when incentives are only at the 166

group level. In addition, whereas using datasets of 167

online Mafia games presents a rich source of decep- 168

tive language, the complicated rule sets of games 169

on these forums makes it challenging to isolate spe- 170

cific strategies that participants use to engage in and 171

detect deceptive behavior. In contrast to work using 172

video or audio, we assume that players do not have 173

access to any audiovisual clues about others’ roles, 174

thus proposing a more stringent threat-detection 175

model, which we believe is more congruent with 176

the majority of interactions that users have with 177

unverified parties online. Though analyzing mathe- 178
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matical models of Mafia gives insight into certain179

game mechanics, we wish to focus on the meth-180

ods that actual players use in order to conceal their181

own or discover others’ roles. This work takes182

these factors into account by studying a controlled183

environment that nonetheless supports the use of184

complex strategies for deceiving and detecting de-185

ceptive behavior.186

3 Dataset187

A total of 460 English-speaking participants based188

in the United States were recruited from Ama-189

zon Mechanical Turk using the experiment plat-190

form Dallinger1. Between 4 and 10 participants191

were recruited for each Mafia game: 1 to 2 par-192

ticipants were designated mafia, and the rest were193

bystanders. Forty-four of these Mafia games are194

included in the analysis. Participants were paid195

$2.50 for completing the task, plus bonuses for196

time spent waiting for other participants to arrive197

in a chatroom to begin the experiment (waiting was198

paid at $5.00/hour).199

Upon recruitment, participants were shown a200

consent form, per IRB approval, followed by an201

instructional video and accompanying transcript de-202

scribing how to play the text-based Mafia game (see203

Appendix). After they completed a quiz demon-204

strating they understood the information, they en-205

tered a waiting room until the desired number of206

participants was reached. Participants were then207

assigned a role (mafioso or bystander) and fake208

name, after which they began playing the game.209

The game dynamics were as follows. Each mafia210

member was aware of the roles of their fellow211

mafia members and thus, by process of elimina-212

tion, knew the roles of the bystanders. However,213

the bystanders did not know the true role of anyone214

else in the game. The goal of the mafia was to215

eliminate bystanders until the number of mafia was216

greater than or equal to that of the bystanders. The217

goal of the bystanders was to identify and eliminate218

all of the mafia members. The game proceeded in219

phases, alternating between nighttime and daytime220

(Figure 1). During the nighttime, mafia members221

could secretly communicate to decide on who to222

eliminate, after which they discretely voted, and223

the person with the majority vote was eliminated224

from the game. If there was a tie, one of the people225

involved in the tie was randomly chosen to be elim-226

inated. During the daytime, everyone was made227

1http://github.com/dallinger/Dallinger

aware of who was eliminated during the nighttime, 228

and then all players could openly communicate to 229

decide who to eliminate. All the players then voted 230

publicly, and the person with the majority vote 231

was eliminated and announced to be a bystander or 232

mafioso. Thus, during the nighttime mafia could se- 233

cretly communicate and eliminate anyone, whereas 234

during the daytime mafia could participate in the 235

voting and communication protocols in the same 236

way as bystanders. The game proceeded until there 237

was a winning faction according to the goals de- 238

scribed above. 239

From these experiments, we collected a dataset 240

consisting of both mafia and bystander utterances 241

over the course of each game, as well as the par- 242

ticipants’ voting behavior. For our analysis, we 243

consider just the daytime dialog in the game, as 244

only the mafia members were able to converse dur- 245

ing the nighttime. Figure 2 displays a snippet of the 246

daytime dialog from one Mafia game. As shown 247

here, many utterances are either social interactions 248

(eg. "hi erybody") or discussions about what to 249

do in the game, such as accusations or comments 250

about voting (eg. "I bet it’s Mandy..."). 251

4 Approach 252

To investigate whether linguistic information can 253

be used to identify players’ roles, we train and eval- 254

uate classifiers that predict the role of a particular 255

player, which is either mafioso (the deceptive role) 256

or bystander (the honest role). Since we have a 257

small dataset, we chose to fine-tune pre-trained 258

Transformer models rather than train them from 259

scratch (Vaswani et al., 2017). To predict the role 260

for a player p, we construct an input representation 261

r(C, p) of the full game dialog C that encodes the 262

player of interest p. We develop three approaches 263

which differ in both the dialog representation func- 264

tion r and the modeling approach. 265

4.1 Standard Classification 266

Our baseline approach uses a standard BERT-based 267

text classifier (Devlin et al., 2018). To classify 268

player p via the full record of the game C, let 269

boolean variable Mp be true if p is a mafioso. 270

Let Tp be the concatenation2 of utterances made 271

by p. We train BERT parameters θM to predict 272

P (Mp|Tp; θM ). While this model can be used di- 273

rectly to predict the role of a player, we find that 274

2Utterances are concatenated such that there is an end-of-
sentence delimiter between them.
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Figure 1: Mafia experiment screenshot during (left) first nighttime phase, with participant as a mafioso, and (right)
first daytime phase, with participant as a bystander (note that mafia messages are not visible to the bystander).

Figure 2: Example of messages sent between players. creation_time is the time at which the message was sent.
contents consists of the name of the sender, as well as the message, separated by a colon and space.

weighting this prediction by the prior probability275

P (Mp), which is the fraction of players who are276

mafia members, improves performance:277

P (Mp|Tp) =
P (Mp)P (Mp|Tp; θM )∑

R∈{M,¬M} P (Rp)P (Rp|Tp; θM )
(1)278

where P (¬Mp) = 1− P (Mp).279

This approach, which provides as input to the280

classifier only the utterances of the player to be281

classified, outperformed an alternative representa-282

tion r(C, p) that included the entire record of all283

utterances by all players.284

4.2 Auxiliary Tasks285

Limiting the input representation r to contain only286

the speech of the player p being classified is not287

ideal; correctly interpreting a dialog requires con-288

sidering all other players’ statements as well. We289

introduce two auxiliary tasks that involve the entire290

game dialog C:291

1. Given all of the prior utterances, is a bystander292

or a mafia member more likely to have pro-293

duced the current utterance? (Utterance Clas-294

sification)295

2. Given all of the prior utterances, what would 296

be the current utterance of a bystander or a 297

mafia member? (Utterance Generation) 298

We develop a BERT-based model for task 1 and 299

fine-tune the GPT-2 language model for task 2 300

(Radford et al., 2019). Then, we use each of these 301

auxiliary models to classify the role of a particular 302

player p in the game. 303

4.2.1 Utterance Classification 304

To classify player p using the auxiliary task of utter-
ance classification, let boolean variable Si be true
if utterance Ci was made by a mafioso (rather than
a bystander). Let C be the full record of utterances
in the game and C≤i be the concatenation of all
utterances C1 . . . Ci. We train BERT parameters
θS to predict P (Si|C≤i; θS). Finally, let Ip be the
set of indices of utterances by player p. M relates
to S in that if Mp is true, then Si is true for all
i ∈ Ip. Therefore,

P (Mp|C; θS) ∝
∏
i∈Ip

P (Si|C≤i; θS).

Again, we find that weighting this prediction 305

by the prior P (Mp) improves performance, and we 306
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Figure 3: Data processing for fine-tuning BERT. The
original data is shown on the left-hand side, while the
right-hand side shows the processed data containing
two versions of each utterance, one assuming that the
target player is a mafioso and one assuming that they
are a bystander, with the prior conversation context pre-
ceding each and labels corresponding to whether the
assumed role matches the actual role of the player.

introduce a hyperparameter α3 to adjust the relative307

influence of the prior and prediction:308

P (Mp|C) =
P (Mp)

P (Mp) + P (¬Mp)
(
P (¬Mp|C;θS)
P (Mp|C;θS)

)α
(2)309

4.2.2 Utterance Generation310

To classify player p using the auxiliary task of ut-311

terance generation, we fine-tune GPT-2 to gener-312

ate utterance Ci conditioned on prior utterances313

C<i and the role Si of the speaker that produced314

Ci. From Bayes’ rule, we have P (Mp|C) ∝315

P (Mp)P (C|Mp). To estimate P (C|Mp), let Cp316

include all Ci for i ∈ Ip. We make the simplifying317

assumption that P (C|Mp) ∝ P (Cp|Mp), which318

assumes that the utterances made by players other319

than p are independent of the role of player p. Then,320

if Mp is true, Si is true for all i ∈ Ip, and so,321

P (Cp|Mp; θC) =
∏
i∈Ip

P (Ci|C<i, Si; θC).

Again, we introduce a hyperparameter α4 that322

adjusts the relative influence of the prior and pre-323

diction:324

P (Mp|C) =
P (Mp)

P (Mp) + P (¬Mp)
(
P (Cp|¬Mp;θC)
P (Cp|Mp;θC)

)α
(3)325

4.3 Data Processing326

To train models for utterance classification (us-327

ing BERT) and utterance generation (using GPT-328

2), we perform data processing procedures on the329

3α was set to 1e6 for our experiments.
4α was set to 4.1 for our experiments.

Figure 4: Data processing for fine-tuning GPT-2. The
original data is shown on the left-hand side, while the
right-hand side shows the processed data containing a
version of the corresponding utterance with the prior
conversation context preceding.

Figure 5: Prediction pipeline for GPT-2. Similar to the
pipeline used to produce the training utterances, for pre-
diction, there are now two versions of each, one assum-
ing that the target player is a mafioso and one assuming
that they are a bystander. The losses for each utterance
of the target player are summed together in order to
calculate the mafia and bystander probabilities as de-
scribed in Equation 3.

games’ original dataset to create input represen- 330

tations r(C, p) for each player p and obtain our 331

training datasets as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The 332

left side of each figure shows a snippet of a game’s 333

data, where "Mafioso" and "Bystander" denote the 334

true roles of the players. The utterances to the right 335

of each figure are training data points used for fine- 336

tuning the BERT and GPT-2 models. Structuring 337

the data in this way provides both the prior context 338

of utterances and the current utterance that hap- 339

pened within this context. This not only gives us 340

the information that we seek for Questions 1 and 2 341

but also provides us with more training examples, 342

as we only have 44 games in total. Moreover, this 343

mimics the real game scenario from the bystander 344

view in that they can only confirm their own role, 345

but no one else’s, which is the appropriate setting 346

for us in which to detect deception. 347

Figure 5 shows the pipeline for using the GPT- 348

2 model to predict players’ roles. Let us assume 349

that the target player for whom we want to predict 350

their role is Mafioso 1. From the original game 351

log on the left, we first perform the data processing 352

scheme in Figure 4 twice, assuming that the target 353
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player is a mafioso (top) and a bystander (bottom).354

Using our trained GPT-2 model, we then obtain355

a loss for each utterance denoted by L1 through356

L4. Summing all the losses for each role, as they357

denote log probabilities, we calculate P (Mp|C)358

and P (¬Mp|C) via Equation 3. The target player’s359

role as predicted by the model is finally given by360

comparing the two probabilities. A similar process361

is used to calculate P (Mp|C) and P (¬Mp|C) for362

the BERT model.363

5 Experiments364

We train three fine-tuned models on the corpus of365

Mafia game records and compare their performance366

to a random baseline. The specifications for the367

baseline and models can be found below, and the368

results are shown in Table 1.369

5.1 Random Baseline370

This random classifier classifies each player as a371

mafioso or a bystander with probabilities equal to372

the prior distribution of each class. This serves as373

a baseline to be compared to for all other methods.374

In the game setting, this mimics a bystander player375

with only public information of how many mafia376

and bystanders are in the game.377

5.2 Standard Classification378

We initialize the model by loading a pre-trained379

BERT Base model (12 layers, 768 hidden dimen-380

sion size, 12 attention heads). We train with a381

maximum sequence length of 256, which is suf-382

ficient for our post-processed dataset, setting the383

batch size to 16, the learning rate to 1e-5, and the384

maximum number of epochs to 25.385

5.3 Utterance Classification386

We initialize the model by loading a pre-trained387

BERT Base model (12 layers, 768 hidden dimen-388

sion size, 12 attention heads). We train with a389

maximum sequence length of 512, which is suf-390

ficient for our post-processed dataset, setting the391

batch size to 5, the learning rate to 5e-5, and the392

maximum number of epochs to 25.393

5.4 Utterance Generation394

We initialize the model by loading a pre-trained395

12-layer GPT-2 model with an embedding size of396

768. For the dataset, we set the maximum length397

of each sentence to be 512, which is sufficient for398

our dataset after post-processing. During training,399

we set the batch size to be 5 and the learning rate 400

to be 1e-5. We train the model for a maximum of 401

100 epochs. 402

5.5 Metrics 403

These approaches each estimate a probability 404

P (Mp|C) that a player p is a mafioso given the 405

full record of game texts C. In Mafia, bystanders 406

do not declare who is and is not a mafioso, but 407

instead vote each day to eliminate one of the play- 408

ers. Because the act of voting involves choosing 409

one player among them all, a natural metric for 410

evaluating the usefulness of a model is to order 411

all players p from greatest to least P (Mp|C), their 412

probability of being a mafioso under the model, 413

and then to compute the average rank of the true 414

mafia members. Therefore, the first metric in Ta- 415

ble 1 is the average ranking of all mafia members 416

when each player is ranked by P (Mp|C) across 417

the entire validation set composed of 5 games. It 418

is also natural to consider player ranking within a 419

single game, so we calculate the average ranking of 420

mafia members within each game as a second met- 421

ric. Smaller average ranking for mafia members 422

means that the model is able to assign mafia players 423

a high P (Mp|C) relative to bystanders, which is 424

desired. 425

In addition, we evaluate the accuracy of the clas- 426

sifiers and the precision and recall for each class. 427

5.6 Results and Analysis 428

We trained all models on 39 training games and 429

evaluated on the remaining 5 validation games. The 430

evaluation results are shown in Table 1. We have 431

a total of 49 players in the validation games, but 432

only considered the 39 players who had spoken at 433

least one utterance throughout the game when cal- 434

culating the metrics. As a rule, all other players (ie. 435

those with no utterances) are given P (Mp|C) = 0. 436

First, we see that it is possible to achieve an 437

average rank that is smaller than the random base- 438

line, which demonstrates that there is information 439

in the dialog about the roles of players, despite 440

the fact that mafia members seek to hide their role 441

while conversing. However, standard classification 442

is comparable to random. Next, we observe that 443

both models using auxiliary tasks outperform the 444

standard classifier in rank-based metrics, which 445

demonstrates that the auxiliary tasks provide useful 446

inductive bias for the mafia classification task. Ad- 447

ditionally, the accuracy is similar for all approaches, 448

including random classification, which indicates 449
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Avg Rank Avg Rank/Game Accuracy Maf Prec Maf Rec Bys Prec Bys Rec
Random 19.0 3.4 0.62 0.26 0.26 0.74 0.74
Std Class 20.9 3.6 0.69 0.33 0.20 0.75 0.86
Utt Class 16.6 2.9 0.67 0.40 0.60 0.83 0.69
Utt Gen 11.4 2.1 0.64 0.40 0.80 0.89 0.59

Table 1: Experiment results on the validation set for random baseline (Random), standard classification (Std
Class), utterance classification (Utt Class), and utterance generation (Utt Gen) approaches. Utterance generation
outperforms all other methods in terms of average ranking overall and per game while also maintaining high
accuracy, recall, and precision.

that there is not enough information in the text of a450

Mafia game for these models to determine players’451

roles reliably. If the goal of the game were to guess452

the role of each player individually, then always453

guessing bystander (ie. the majority class) would454

be the best strategy. However, since the goal for455

the bystanders is to vote to eliminate a mafia mem-456

ber each round, the utterance generation approach,457

which achieves the lowest average mafia ranking458

and average mafia ranking per game, is the most459

favorable.460

Note that the precision for the mafia is much461

lower than that of the bystanders for all models.462

This is due to the usual lack of information avail-463

able to predict that any player is a mafioso, which464

makes finding the mafia a much harder task than465

finding bystanders.466

6 Discussion467

The decoding ability of the GPT-2 model provides468

us a more straightforward way to understand what469

the model has learned. Given a prompt sentence,470

we can use our fine-tuned GPT-2 model to gener-471

ate what a mafioso and a bystander would say. A472

few examples are shown in Table 2. From these473

examples, we inspect the following features that474

the model might be capturing to distinguish be-475

tween mafia and bystanders: Feature 1: Referring476

to other players. Feature 2: Expressing confusion.477

Feature 3: Referring to others for elimination pur-478

poses. Feature 4: Asking for suggestions on who479

to eliminate.480

To confirm that our fine-tuned GPT-2 model cap-481

tures some of the above features, we hand-label482

these features on 5 training games and 1 validation483

game, obtain each players’ feature vectors, and484

see whether there exists a correlation between the485

model’s predicted P (Mp|C) for validation players486

and the similarity of their feature vectors compared487

to the training set mafioso and bystander players.488

Prompt Generated Utterance

lets kill P1.
M: sorry P1 :(
B: hello all

who thinks
P3 is Mafia?

M: No i’m a bystander
B: No idea

That sounds
suspicious...

M: P6 is mafia
B: Why yall want to eliminate me?

hi team.
Hello!. Hi.

M: Who is the mob person?
B: hello

Table 2: Utterances generated by our GPT-2 model
given different prompts. M and B are shorthand for
Mafioso and Bystander respectively, and P1, P3, and
P6 denote the names of other players in the game.

Feat 1 Feat 2 Feat 3 Feat 4
Mafioso 2.00 0.00 1.30 0.40

Bystander 1.06 0.27 0.65 0.10

Table 3: The average count per role for each of four
hand-labeled features (number of references to other
players, level of confusion, number of references to
other players for elimination, and number of requests
for who to eliminate) as identified by our GPT-2 model
on 5 training games.

These feature vectors are shown in Table 3, where 489

each entry denotes the average number of features 490

per player of each role. As an example, for the 491

first column, each mafioso player says 2 utterances 492

having Feature 1 throughout the game on average, 493

while each bystander player says 1.06 utterances 494

having Feature 1 on average. We define the first 495

row as a vector v1 and the second row as v2 for 496

future references. 497

Table 4 shows the hand-labeled feature vectors 498

for all 10 players in a validation game (first 4 499

columns, F1 to F4) ranked by the model’s pre- 500

dicted P (Mp|C). We define a metric function 501

D(u) = ‖u − v1‖2 − ‖u − v2‖2 for a validation 502
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F1 F2 F3 F4 D(u) Pred Truth
P0 4 0 2 0 -5.9 0.98 B
P1 2 0 2 0 -2.1 0.93 M
P2 5 0 5 0 -11.7 0.78 M
P3 2 0 2 0 -2.1 0.63 B
P4 4 2 1 1 -4.1 0.47 B
P5 3 0 2 0 -4.0 0.43 B
P6 0 0 0 0 4.2 0.42 B
P7 1 0 1 0 1.0 0.40 B
P8 0 0 0 0 4.2 0.00 B
P9 0 0 0 0 4.2 0.00 B

Table 4: Features of each player (P0 to P9) in a vali-
dation game. For each row, F1 to F4 give the feature
vector u for the respective player. D(u) gives the sim-
ilarity of u compared to the training feature vectors v1
and v2. Players are sorted by Pred, the probability
P (Mp|C) given by our GPT-2 model, and Truth gives
the true label for each player (M for Mafioso,B for By-
stander). Since P8 and P9 have no utterances through-
out the game, as per our heuristic, they are predicted to
be bystanders with P (Mp|C) = 0.

player’s feature vector u. The smaller D(u) is, the503

closer u is to v1 than v2, and hence the more mafia-504

like they are with respect to players in the training505

games. We can see that for players of higher rank,506

theirD(u) are negative with larger magnitudes. Re-507

ferring to the true labels in the rightmost column508

(M for Mafioso and B for Bystander), the first row509

also explains how our model can fail to predict the510

true role of some players: even though this player511

is a bystander, they act more like the mafia than512

other bystanders according to these hand-labeled513

features because they are regularly referencing and514

accusing other players.515

7 Conclusion & Future Work516

We find that we are able to train models to differ-517

entiate players with different roles in the game of518

Mafia based only on their language use, as well as519

to identify features that may distinguish between520

these roles. We also noticed that the mafia were521

twice as likely to win the Mafia game than were522

the bystanders. These findings lead us to believe523

that the bystanders may benefit from being pro-524

vided suggestions for whom to eliminate given our525

model’s predictions and identified features. How-526

ever, information that may aid bystanders may also527

aid mafia members in their deception.528

How one uses language depends not only on the529

content they wish to convey, but also on the context530

within which they convey it, and speaker attributes 531

such as conversational role contribute to such con- 532

text. In this work, we leveraged an environment for 533

which roles are explicitly labelled in order to make 534

progress toward the task of deception detection, an 535

essential task to protect users in our increasingly 536

virtual world. 537
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A Mafia Instructions641

Below is a transcript of the instructions that were642

provided to participants before playing the Mafia643

game in our experiments:644

"In this experiment, you will play a version of645

the party game "Mafia". You are going to play646

the game of Mafia (also known as Werewolf) with647

other participants. You are either part of the mafia648

(a mafioso) or a bystander. The mafia will know649

who is in the mafia, but the bystanders will not.650

There will always initially be more bystanders than651

mafia. There will be one or more mafia members.652

The goal of the mafia is to eliminate the bystanders653

one by one until the mafia are equal in number to654

them. The goal of the bystanders is to correctly655

guess the identity of the mafia and eliminate them656

all before the mafia win. There are two phases to657

this game, nighttime and daytime; at the end of658

each, a participant is eliminated from the game:659

1. In the nighttime phase, only the mafia can660

converse and decide who they want to elimi-661

nate. Specifically, if you are a mafioso, you662

will talk in a chatroom, then use a drop-663

down menu to select who you want to remove.664

Mafia will have 1 minute to do this. If there is665

more than one mafioso and the mafia disagree666

about who to eliminate, one of the mafia’s667

choices will be selected randomly. If you are668

a bystander, you will wait out this time, as you669

are sleeping during the night.670

2. Everyone is awake during the daytime phase.671

The participant who was eliminated during672

the night will be announced: if you were elim-673

inated, you will be sent to the end of the game674

and compensated. The remaining participants675

will converse (for 2 minutes and 30 seconds)676

and decide who to eliminate, where the goal of677

the bystanders is to eliminate a member of the678

mafia, and the goal of the mafia is to eliminate679

a bystander. By the end of this time, everyone680

needs to select a name from the drop-down681

menu. (If there are multiple mafia, the mafia682

will be reminded of each others’ names in sep-683

arate text on this page.) The participant with684

the most votes will be eliminated, except in685

the case of a tie, in which a randomly-selected686

vote will be eliminated. The eliminated par-687

ticipant and their identity (bystander or mafia)688

will be announced, and that participant will be689

sent to the end of the game and compensated.690

The game will continue, alternating between night- 691

time and daytime, until either all of the mafia are 692

removed (bystanders win!) or there are equal num- 693

bers of mafia and bystanders (mafia win!)" 694
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